ABOUT AR SYSTEMS

PIONEERS IN MODERN RETAIL

We invented the term “Automated Retailing” and are leading a retail revolution towards convenient, compact, and connected solutions for your business. With 20 years of being a pioneer in innovative retail solutions, we combine market knowledge, strong customer relationships, and our own world-class integrated systems to dramatically improve the vending experience for both operators and shoppers.

Consumers appreciate the advantage of being able to get what they want, when they want, where they want – with no hassles or interference. AR SYSTEMS enables you to increase your customer’s convenience, sell more products, reduce labor, cut theft, control inventory, and improve revenues.

SMART RETAIL KIOSK TECHNOLOGY

Starting with best-in-class modular vending hardware, all the way up you get flexibility to deliver a wide variety of products with easy setup and pay for them. We achieve this by building custom steel outer structures, our proprietary mix of integrated hardware, and securely connecting it to the cloud.

Our flagship product Kiosk models are the world’s first touchscreen-enabled automated retail stations. Taking up minimum floor space, one can turn under-used shop space into a profit center, or high-traffic storefronts into efficient revenue capturing agents. Designed to be an automated micro store, shoppers can experience your brand and products independently without the attention of a store clerk.

Bright touch screens with your store branding integrated into the design, coupled with convenient wraps and products, attract the customers. A video advertisement topper for maximum visual impact.

Our retail platform and integration-first development strategy allows us to focus on areas that the industry is quickly bringing them to market, ensuring you have a stable upgrade path for your investment, with years to grow into future enhancements.
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TECHNOLOGY DIVERSIFICATION

AR Systems develops technologies that connect people to machines, by creating system automation, management controls, and user interfaces for a variety of market sectors, including retailing, agriculture, vending, pharmaceuticals, and human engagement.

INDOOR AGRICULTURE & FARMING

Traditional outdoor farms are going high-tech, with new, sophisticated soil sensing devices, automatic watering controls, and remote system management. AR Systems develops the controls and management systems that power these new generation farms. These technologies are creating the future of the agriculture industry, and AR Systems is leading the way.

BIOMETRIC CUSTOMER IDENTIFICATION

Using cutting-edge biometric technologies, AR Systems in the advanced TOUCH KIOSKS, we are automating the process of “knowing your customer” for simple applications like rewarding return shoppers to advanced usage such as distribution of controlled products.

AUTOMATED RETAIL SYSTEMS

WWW.AUTOMATEDRETAILSYSTEMS.COM

INFO@AUTOMATEDRETAILSYSTEMS.COM

297 E HARRISON ST. CORONA, CA 92879
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Introducing our new app for managing your kiosks 24-7, from anywhere. Now you can check on your sales, engage in customer service, and more. All conveniently from your favorite iOS or Android mobile device.

Your entire kiosk network is controlled using intuitive web-based tools to set up your business rules, load products, set promotions, edit your kiosk shopper interface look and feel, and much more. Protected and backed up in ARS Cloud, your information and data is safe and secure.

ARS Touch Machines currently serve diverse markets:
- Fresh Food
- Branded Gear
- Gym & Fitness Supplements
- Snacks
- Drinks

Make the next market yours!

ARS Remote Management System is the hub for your smart kiosks. Export reports and data, load products, set promotions, edit your kiosk shopper interface look and feel, and much more. Protected and backed up in ARS Cloud, your information and data is safe and secure.

High Tech Touch Vending gives you all the tools you need to run a modern automated retail business, with instant reporting, real-time inventory and sales, advanced promotions engine, mobile machine manager, stock route planning, and plenty of ways to make sure your assets, machines, systems, popular products and more, are always available and easy to reach.

It can be customized to carry a wide range of products, from pocket-sized items up to large-format products sized 12” x 16” x 18”. As your business grows and changes, the Touch Touches can change with you. Modular hardware design makes adjusting channel sizes and adding or removing trays an easy task.